
 

 

MEDIA RELEASE 
  

ACTION STATIONS 
LAUNCHES HIGH TECH ON 
THE HIGH SEAS IN 
DARLING HARBOUR 
 
Kevin Sumption, Director & CEO of the Australian National Maritime Museum (ANMM), 
continues to propel the museum into the future, overseeing the release of its first-ever 
movie trailer, giving a tantalising glimpse of its new, $12-million dollar experience which 
will see its ex-navy submarine and destroyer brought to life like never before.  
 
An internationally recognised expert in digital cultural content, Sumption was appointed in 
February 2012 to create a museum that encourages visitors to explore discover and 
experience maritime science and history. Since then, visitation has increased from 
334,374 to a record 616,000 in the financial year ending 2014.  
 
Passionate about technology, Sumption has a strong background in film, art, design and 
history all of which are compelling components of the Action Stations experience. He set 
out to bring together some of Australia’s leading creative companies to produce a cutting-
edge attraction that would encourage new and repeat visitors and revitalise Darling 
Harbour. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Sumption said, “The Australian National Maritime Museum and its content must continue 
to be relevant to an increasingly digital generation and engage with visitors in ways they 
find interesting and exciting. For the ‘touch-screen generation’ this means bringing 
Australia’s maritime past to life through interactive, hands-on and learn-by-play exhibits 
such as those featured in Action Stations.”  
 
Action Stations is the biggest public initiative the Museum has undertaken since it was 
opened in 1991. It will feature a dramatic immersive cinematic experience, a new 
discovery and exploration space and audio-visual encounters that recall sailors’ memories 
on board the vessels. Action Stations will give visitors new insight into the inner workings 
of navy life at sea.  
 
With Action Stations, the Museum will move beyond hosting static exhibits that are 
simply observed, to providing experiences that allow visitors to interact and engage with its 
collections and artefacts. It features the latest laser projection technologies and 10.1 
theatre sound to display high end media, shot and post produced in ultra HD.  
 
The Museum appointed award-winning Australian creative agency Spinifex Group to 
develop a thrilling eight-minute film which will transport visitors back to 1973 into the world 
of destroyer HMAS Vampire and submarine HMAS Onslow.  Projected within a custom-
built walk-though theatre space comprising a 14-metre long floor-to-ceiling screen, the 
cinematic experience will show the ships alive and at sea, performing the dramatic tasks 
they were built for.  
 
Spinifex Group managing director Cyril de Baecque said, “This is one of the most 

engaging projects I’ve had the pleasure to produce. It includes all the components which 

define our field of expertise.” 

Filming took place in June with the support of the Royal Australian Navy. More than 60 

current naval servicemen took part as extras, dressed in 1970s-themed uniforms. And 

again with the help of the navy, at-sea footage was filmed on board current guided missile 

frigate HMAS Darwin.  

The visitor experience on board the vessels has been completely revamped by Mod 
Productions with multimedia projections and innovative soundscapes complementing the 
action out on the high seas which takes place in the cinema. 
 
A pair of bespoke design steel tables will showcase twenty two interactive digital products 
in the exhibition space. The fruit of creative collaboration between ANMM staff and cutting-
edge Australian companies Luscious International, StudioPlusThree and Aspect Design, 
the table with its digital experiences will provide some fun opportunities to learn more 
about life at sea. 



 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
From creating a periscope with an occular virtual reality headset to view computer-
generated ocean images, to the tattoo experience whereby visitors can email themselves 
a photo of their arm with their chosen navy tattoo, the multi-disciplinary collaborative team 
has met many challenges along the way.   
 
Adventure seekers can head off on a fake secret mission using Morse code whilst on the 
maritime archaeology table treasure hunters interested in shipwrecks can connect to thirty 
hot spots around the world.   
 
Audiences can view a sneak peek of the cinematic experience that will be available via a 
dedicated Action Stations website. Here users can also learn more about Action Stations, 
book tickets in advance and even share their stories if they served on one of their navy 
vessels, HMAS Vampire, HMAS Onslow or HMAS Advance.  
 
The striking new building jutting out into Darling Harbour has been designed by renowned 
award-winning Australian architectural practice Francis-Jones Morehen Thorp (FJMT).  
 
Actions Stations, set to become a must-see in Sydney, will open on 8 November 2015.  
For more information visit www.actionstations.sydney. 
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